
Prepared Digital Piano Example Presets!
Dan Trueman!

!
1. Blank!

just your average piano. !
2. Synchronic1!

simple metronome at 120bpm.!
play a chord.!
play a quick arpeggio, note how it collapses into a chordal pulse!

if you leave more than 500ms between notes (cluster threshold), however, 
the pulse will stop.!

play a single note.!
the pulse stops, because the cluster min is set to 2 (at least two notes 
required to start a pulse). !

3. Synchronic2!
exactly like Synchronic1, except the sync mode is different; try it out to get a sense 
of the difference.!
try the other sync modes as well; they should all be self explanatory, except for “first-
note-start”, which we’ll get to shortly. !

4. Synchronic3!
just like Synchronic2, except we now have a pattern of accents.!
play a chord, note that the pattern begins one pulse after we play!

now set the sync mode to “first-note-start” and see how this changes when 
the accent pattern begins. !

5. Synchronic4!
play a 3-note chord, and then a 4-note chord; note how the cluster max has been 
changed, so 4-note chords (or larger) will silence the pulse. !

6. Synchronic5!
just like Synchronic4, with a pattern of note length multipliers and a value of 12 for 
how many so it will only run for 12 pulses before stopping. !

7. Synchronic6!
play a G-major (or minor) triad and listen; this is just like Synchronic5, except the 
synchronic tuning is different than the played tuning, so you’ll hear the quality of 
the chord change from what you play to what pulses. !

8. Synchronic7!
like Synchronic6, but with a pattern of beat length multipliers, which creates a kind 
of lopsided pulse. 
 !



9. Synchronic8!
here the patterns don’t all have the same number of values, so they phase. !

10. Synchronic9!
exactly like Synchronic8, except the sync mode is different; in case you hadn’t tried 
“note-off-start” yet! !

11. Nostalgic1!
the simplest, with sync mode set to “note-length,” so the reverse piano note will be 
exactly the same length as the note you played. !

12. Nostalgic2!
just like Nostalgic1, but the length multiplier is set to 2, so the reverse note will be 
twice the length of what you played. !

13. Nostalgic3!
also just like Nostalgic1, but the wave distance is set to 200, and the undertow is 
set to 1000, so:!

the reverse note will play backwards for the same length of time that you held 
your note.!
instead of going all the way back to the attack of the piano note, it will crest 
200ms short of the attack.!
it will then change directly, playing forward for 1000ms!
so we get a lovely crest and fade rather than a lovely but harsh peak . !

14.  Nostalgic4!
the key difference here is the sync mode is set to “synchronic” so the reverse piano 
note will crest at the next synchronic pulse, so the synchronic preparations need to 
be set for this to make sense.!
in this case, we have a simple synchronic pulse at 60bpm, so if you play a simple 
arpeggio, all the notes of your chord (even though they started at different times) will 
crest at the next pulse.!
you might want to set the synchronic tempo slower to really explore this; for instance, 
set it to 30, and play a relatively slow arpeggio. !

15. Nostalgic5!
just like Nostalgic 4, with beats to skip set to 1, so the reverse notes will peak not at 
the next pulse, but the following; useful for slow nostalgic notes on top of fast 
synchronic pulses. !

16. Nostalgic6!
and of course we can do the same thing with wave distance and undertow, and 
different tuning… 
 
 
 
 
 !



17. Tuning1!
note the yellowed keys in the Tuning Preparations window:!

if you play middle-C, you’ll see (and hear, if you play a C7 chord, for instance) 
the tuning change (in the main window) to partial with a fundamental of C.!
if you play the G below middle-C, you’ll see the tuning change to just with a 
fundamental of G.!

if you click on a white note, a new small dialog box (titled “setTuning”) will open 
where you can set the tuning that playing that note will set.!
if you click on a yellowed note, it will open up the tuning for that note, but will also 
turn it white so the tuning preparation will be cancelled; simply clicking on the note 
again will turn it yellow and return it to whatever values are set in the “setTuning” 
window.!
you can set the tuning and fundamental for the Synchronic and Nostalgic tunings 
separately here as well. !

18. Tuning2!
a demonstration of a very basic adaptive tuning preset.!

with cluster max set to 1, every note will simply try to tune itself to the 
previous played note, based on the adaptive interval scale that is selected 
(“just” in this example).!
cluster threshold and adaptive anchor scale stuff is irrelevant when using 
adaptive tuning, so it doesn’t matter what they are set to.!

trying arpeggiating different major chords; they will all be gloriously just-tuned, 
whether played ascending or descending.!
but, try playing an ascending Cmajor scale, and then returning to the bottom C after 
you have ascended; notice how the C has drifted upwards; funfunfun!!! now try 
descending scales… !

19. Tuning3!
just like Tuning2, but the adaptive interval scale mode has been set to “vertical,” 
whereas in Tuning2 it had been in “inversional” mode. !
try comparing ascending vs. descending scales; it’s different now. if you click on the 
little “?” in the bottom right corner of the Tuning Preparations window, you’ll be able 
to find out why. !

20. Tuning4!
the big differences here are that:!

cluster max has been set to 3, which means the tuning reference won’t 
change until you have played at least 3 notes, OR:!
since the cluster threshold is set to 1000, until 1000ms have passed.!

try tracking the current adaptive fundamental number as you play. you’ll see that it 
doesn’t change with every note that you play, but only have you play several notes, 
or if you don’t play for more than a second.!
this can result in more stable tunings that don’t drift as much. this adaptive 
fundamental is set relative to the previous note played, however, so it will drift. 
 
 
 !



21. Tuning5!
with adaptive anchored tuning, the adaptive fundamental is set relative to a fixed 
scale, the adaptive anchor scale, which will prevent drift while still allowing for a fair 
amount of variable adaptive tuning.!
in this example, when you track the current adaptive fundamental, you’ll see that it is 
always a perfect integer, because the anchor scale is set to equal temperament, so 
the notes will always revert to standard equal temperament when the cluster max or 
cluster threshold are exceeded. !

22. Direct1!
super simple, just mutes a few notes. if you play a chromatic scale around middle C, 
those notes will be left out; this is very much how the opening of Ligeti’s Etude 3: 
Touches bloquées works! !

23. Direct2!
but the preparations will still work; check out the Nostalgic Preparations window in 
this preset to see what’s going on. !

24. AdaptiveTempo1!
the synchronic pulse will slowly follow the tempo of your middle-C; play a C-major 
chord at an even pulse, slower or faster than 120bpm, then rest and listen to how the 
pulse follows your most recent tempo. !

25. AdaptiveTempo2!
now think of the pulse as 8th-notes, and play quarter-note C-chords, speeding up 
and slowing down. stop to listen to the pulse’s new tempo periodically. !

26. AdaptiveTempo3!
now think of the pulse as half-notes, and play quarter-note C-chords. !

27. AdaptiveTempo4!
now hold a C-chord for about one second, release, listen, try again, holding for 
different lengths of time. !

28–30.!PresetKeymap1–3!
these three presets are bound together. !

open the Preset Keymap window, start with PresetKeymap1, and play the 
middle-C (which is in yellow). !
You’ll see the preset switch to PresetKeymap2, which now has the C above 
middle-C as a preset switch; play that note…!
…and we’ll move directly to PresetKeymap3, which has the C below middle-
C highlighted yellow; play that note…!
…and we’ll move back to PresetKeymap1, but notice that we don’t hear that 
lowest note. that’s because in PresetKeymap1, that lowest note is muted in 
the Direct Preparations. 


